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The saint explained (scientifically)

Since its origin,Pesquisa FAPESP has been, by definition, a magazine for the popularization
of science, written in a strictly journalistic language. In other words, it is in the intrinsic nature of
its editorial project to endeavor to translate the results of research and scientific concepts into a
common language, intelligible to any well educated reader, regardless of his area of studies.
For that very reason, scientific articles frequently serve as the basis for what is published in the
magazine, but, traditionally they do not appear on the pages of the magazine in the same way
as they were written. This time, though, we have made an exception. And we are not only
publishing a scientific article by Professor Edgard Dutra Zanotto, from the Federal University of
São Carlos (UFSCar), but have made it the fine cover story of this issue of the magazine.
As it will be seen, there are good reasons for breaking the rule. Firstly, it is a paper that
counters any temptations for a mystical interpretation with a strict scientific explanation for the
phenomenon of the appearances of stains on glass that evoke sacred images, so it is
extremely opportune, when the media are trying to dissect, from the most varied angles, the
story of the saint on the glass in Ferraz de Vasconcelos ( A suburb of the city of São Paulo).
Just to refresh the reader's memory: in July, a stain was found on the window of a humble
dwelling in this small town in Greater São Paulo, recalling an slender Madonna. It resisted all the
cleaning products used by the owner of the house, Ana Maria de Jesus Rosa, and every day
attracted a multitude of both the faithful and the curious to the Ant nio Bernardino Corrêa street.
Secondly, at this moment when a committee of specialists, including physicists and chemists,
put together by Paulo Mascarenhas Roxo, the bishop of Mogi das Cruzes, to draw up an official
opinion on the phenomenon, it is a decision that has everything to do withPesquisa FAPESP 's
proposition: to show how science overlaps our actual daily lives. And, in this case, it has to be
pointed out that the specialist, a Ph.D. in glass technology, is simply one of the greatest
Brazilian authorities in this field. This was the background that Zanotto brought with him in 1998
and 1999, when he published two articles in theAmerican Journal of Ph sics .
The first of them, commented on in Science, dismantles the myth that medieval churches like
Notre Dame, as they have stained glass that is thicker at the base than at the top, constitute a
proof that glass is viscous. That glass is a viscous liquid, he does not dispute, but he showed
that for it to run to the point of reaching the thickness seen in the churches would take millions
and millions of years. Based on an analysis of 350 medieval stained glass windows, he
concluded that the differences of thickness in question are actually just the result of defects in
the manufacture of the glass.
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Finall , e ha e b oken, in hi i
e, o
le fo no p bli hing cien ific a icle , beca e hi
i a ca e he e e a e dealing i h an implici con apo i ion of one ie of he o ld i h
ano he , and of one lang age i h a e diffe en one; e ho gh i o ld be en iching fo
deba e and fo o eade o p e e e he in e nal logic of cien ific di co e - hich he e, b
he a , ha a ained an e ao dina cla i .
Thi i
e b ing man o he no el ie . A fe e ample : fac o ha inc ea e and o he ha
ed ce he i k of a hea a ack fo B a ilian , a B a ilian echnolog fo adioac i e cap le
ha ea p o a e cance , o a di c ion on e hic in cience p omp ed b he p blica ion of a
book on he fa he of he H-bomb, and he a obiog aph of R ian And ei Sakha o . And, o
concl de, e a e ina g a ing a ne pace fo ad e i ing in he maga ine:Pesq isa FAPESP
cla ified ad , he e e ea che , in i ion and companie can offe hei e ice
aigh o
he igh p blic.
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